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### ENSEMBLE AND CHAMBER WITH VOICE(S)

#### Daniel Variations

**Year:** 2006  
**Duration:** 30 min  
**Avail.:** Available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

- **For Large Ensemble:**
  - 4 voices: S.S.T.T (note: the voices can be up to 3 to a part)
  - Ensemble: 2cl-4pft*-perc(6):BD/tam-t/4vib-strings:(1.1.1.1) Note: string quartet can be expanded to 3 to a part.
  - 4 The 4 pianos can be either full grands, smaller grands, or, if absolutely necessary, 4 identical high quality Digital Pianos.

**World Premiere:** 08 Oct 2006  
Barbican Hall, London, United Kingdom  
Steve Reich Ensemble / Synergy Vocals  
Conductor: Bradley Lubman  
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

**Drumming**

**Year:** 1970-71  
**Duration:** 1 hr 25 min  
**Avail.:** Available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

- **For Voice and Ensemble:**
  - Part 1: 4 pairs of tuned bongo drums (4 players)
  - Part 2: 3 marimbas, sop, alto, picc. (6 players)
  - Part 3: 3 glsp, sop, alto, picc (6 players)
  - Part 4: 4 pairs of tuned bongos, 3 marimbas, 3 glsp, sop, alto, picc, whistling (12 players)

**World Premiere:** 03 Dec 1971  
Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY, USA  
Steve Reich and Musicians  
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

#### Know What Is Above You

**Year:** 1999  
**Duration:** 3 min 30 sec  
**Avail.:** Available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

- **For Four Voices and Percussion:**
  - 3S, A  
  - perc.: 2 tamborim

**Vocal Score:**

**World Premiere:** 19 Nov 1999  
St Ann’s, Brooklyn, NY, United States  
Anonymous 4

#### Music for 18 Musicians

**Year:** 1974-76  
**Duration:** 58 min  
**Avail.:** Available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

- **For Ensemble:**
  - 2cl(l.II=bcl)-4pft-perc(6):3 marimbas/2xyl/vib/vln.vlc-4 female voices (SSSA)

**Study Score:**

**World Premiere:** 24 Apr 1976  
Town Hall, New York, NY, USA  
Steve Reich and Musicians  
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

#### Music for a Large Ensemble

**Year:** 1978  
**Duration:** 17 min  
**Avail.:** Available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

- **For Ensemble:**
  - 1.0.2.2.sas.x.0.4.0.0-perc:4 marimbas/2xyl/vib-4 pft-2vla.2vlc.2db  
  - 2 female voices (woodwinds, pft, voices and strings amplified)

**World Premiere:** 01 Jun 1979  
Holland Festival, Amsterdam, Netherlands  
Nederlands Blazers Ensemble  
Conductor: Reinbert de Leeuw  
Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world
Music for Mallet Instruments, Voices, and Organ
1973 18 min 30 sec

4 marimbas, 2 glocks, metallophone, 2 female voices (long tones with organ), 1 female voice (melodic patterns with marimbas), electric organ

This work requires additional technological components and/or amplification.
979005121295 Study Score - Hawkes Pocket Score 1295

World Premiere: 16 May 1973
John Weber Gallery, New York, NY, USA
Steve Reich and Musicians

Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

Proverb
1995 14 min

for voices and ensemble
3 lyrS, 2T

2 vib - 2 kbd (playing 4 five-octave kbd)

This work requires additional technological components and/or amplification.
9790051214433 Pocket or Study Score

World premiere complete: 10 Feb 1996
Alice Tully Hall, New York, New York, USA
Paul Hillier, director; Steve Reich and Musicians / Theater of Voices

Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world

Tehillim
1981 30 min

for voices and ensemble
4 female voices (hiS, 2 lyrS, A)
1 picc, 1 corA, 2 fl (opt)-perc(6): maracas/clapping/4 tuned tamb without jingles/marimba/vib/crot-2elec organ/strings (2.2.2.1)

(ALL instruments amplified except crotale)

This work requires additional technological components and/or amplification.
9790051211890 Study Score - Hawkes Pocket Score 1189

Availability: This work is available from Boosey & Hawkes for the world